Florotalic is a unique flooring system with a shimmering metallic look.
Florotalic is available in a variety of colors and decorative effects to provide a unique and exciting floor.

Florotalic is a durable, mar resistant floor that is easy to clean, and the unique installation technique assures each Florotalic floor is one of a kind. Its glamorous, metallic look is an economical way to decorate any room.

Florotalic is:

- A green, LEED compliant system
- A more economical option than stain or tile
- Light reflective for safety
- Available with many skid resistant options
- More uniform in appearance than stained concrete

**Florotalic Color Chart**

Because the limitations of process printing do not allow accurate color reproductions, the samples shown in this brochure are only close approximations and should not be used for specification purposes.
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